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Reviewer’s report:

Manuscript by Tang et al is an interesting peace of work Since Tuberculous pleural effusion is difficult to diagnose authors have made an effort to find our if IFN gamma detection could help in the diagnosis of TPE. I have following issues

1. As reported by the authors IFN detection in TPE has already been reported Ref No. 12 and 14. Similar to their report study by Liao et al (Ref No.14) have already investigated IFN gamma against ESAT-6 and peptide and have already reported its utility in TPE and it could distinguish TPE with MPE. My query is what new findings authors are trying to contribute through their study.

2. English need to be checked e.g line no.53 ( ) diseases are diagnosed multiple tests.

Are the methods appropriate and well described?
If not, please specify what is required in your comments to the authors.

Yes

Does the work include the necessary controls?
If not, please specify which controls are required in your comments to the authors.

Yes

Are the conclusions drawn adequately supported by the data shown?
If not, please explain in your comments to the authors.

Yes

Are you able to assess any statistics in the manuscript or would you recommend an additional statistical review?
If an additional statistical review is recommended, please specify what aspects require further assessment in your comments to the editors.
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Quality of written English
Please indicate the quality of language in the manuscript:
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